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ABSTRACT

This senior project encompassed the design and fabrication of a Mobile Agricultural
Chemical Mixing System. The design parameters were provided by Mark McKean and
McKean Farms from Riverdale, Ca. The project’s objective was to provide safer
working conditions for operators by improving their working environment while
increasing mixing efficiency. This mobile system will provide storage for materials, as
well as, a diversified mixing system at the site of applications.
The use of SolidWorks and AutoCad were used as the major design programs. These
drafting and three-dimensional programs took the original ideas from numerous hand
sketches and discussions and brought them to real life. The major components of the
project include two chemical mixers to mix materials, a 2-inch suction pump to supply
water from non-powered sources, and a flatbed trailer to encompass the unit as a whole.
Other components that were fabricated in addition to those purchased include: a platform
to hold the mixers, pump, and their plumbing, as well as, cages for storing materials.
After evaluating numerous structural designs and possible plumbing diagrams, the
designs that provided the best mixing system for McKean Farms were selected and
constructed.
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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT
The university makes it clear that the information forwarding herewith is a project
resulting from a class assignment and has been graded and accepted only as a fulfillment
of a course requirement. Acceptance by the university does not imply technical accuracy
or reliability. Any use of the information in the report is made by the user(s) at his or her
own risk, which may include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent
or copyright laws.
Therefore, the recipient and/or user of the information contained in this report agrees to
indemnify, defend and save harmless the state its offices, agents and employees from any
and all claims and losses accruing of resulting to any person, firm, or corporation who
may be injured or damaged as a result of the use of this report.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the earliest stages of its development, the agricultural industry continues to expand
in an innovative and revolutionary manner. Following the Industrial Revolution and its
mechanical advancements, the agricultural industry experienced biotechnology
advancements starting in the late 1940s, commonly known as the Green Revolution. The
basis of this revolution was formed around the notion of the need to feed one billion
starving people and increasing our yields without increasing farming acres. Some
biotechnology techniques that have been developed over the years include pesticides,
synthetic fertilizers, GMOs, GECs, hybridized seeds and many more. The tremendous
success of this movement has led to a flourishing industry comparable to any other.
However, these successes also lead to problematic issues and hazards regarding human
health and negative environmental impacts. These issues are a major concern especially
those relating to pesticides, the origin of this movement.
Agricultural pesticides were the foundation of this new biotechnology, being the first
used on a large scale. The effectiveness of these pesticides was amazing, essentially
leading to over use, poor application practices, poor testing, and a general ignorance that
led to large, negative impacts on health and environmental issues. Years of testing,
controlling, and regulation have been able to eliminate the majority of these crucial
issues. However, there is no limit to technological advancements and increasing safety in
agriculture, one of the most hazardous industries in the world. The fact remains that we
still have agricultural workers handling these pesticides on a daily basis. These
pesticides’ being hazardous to humans is common knowledge, how and when they are
actually hazardous is the problem. The most health impacting part of pesticide usage
isn’t the actual application process, as what you are exposed to is essentially a diluted
mixture. This is a common misconception, as the most susceptible and dangerous
process occurs while handling and mixing these chemicals.
Closed mixing systems are one of the newest technological advancements regarding
agricultural pesticide usage. Closed mixing systems eliminate the interaction of the user
and the actual chemical, thus dramatically reducing the possibility of harmful chemical
exposure. The use of various types of closed mixing systems has become more common;
however, this isn’t always a time or financially easy task to accomplish as ranches aren’t
always at single locations. Making this process available in numerous locations with just
one system can help eliminate frequent chemical related hazards.
This project will follow all California pesticide regulations and assist in ergonomically
adjusting the work environment to meet the worker’s needs. This will create not only a
safer work environment, but will increase efficiency and productivity between spraying
applications. By building this complex system onto a mobile platform, the production
will not be limited to any one location. This system will be capable of being used on a
trailer at any desired location. Along with the availability of a versatile placement
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system, it will also be capable of adapting to numerous types of water supplies. Finally,
having a two-inch pump with a bypass set-up allows you to pull water from non-powered
sources or from powered sources, such as an irrigation system. This project will include
and address the design, build and the economic analysis of a mobile agricultural chemical
mixing station.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction into General Chemical Break Down and General Safety
Agricultural pesticides can be hazardous to workers, especially while they are being
handled. The most impacting and dangerous part of pesticide applications isn’t the actual
application process. This is a common misconception by numerous users throughout the
agricultural industry, as the most susceptible part of the process occurs while handling
and mixing these chemicals. Closed mixing systems help reduce this crucial safety issue
by eliminating the interaction of the user and the actual chemicals. The use of various
types of closed mixing systems has become more common; however, this isn’t always a
time or financially easy task to accomplish as ranches aren’t always in one location.
Making this process available in numerous locations with just one system can help
eliminate frequent chemical related hazards.
Types of Chemicals and their Environmental Impacts
After an application of a pesticide there are a large number of processes that take place in
order to remove the chemical compound from the application site. The goal of the
application is for the pesticide to be taken up, kill or suppress the pest; thus shifting the
advantage to the crop. However, this process doesn’t always work perfectly leading to
the compounds being removed by other processes; known as the “chemicals fate” in the
environment.

Figure 1. Display of chemicals persisting in the environment.
(National Wildlife Refuge, November 12, 2012).
Chemicals can persist in the environment in a large number of ways. Adsorption, the
accumulation of chemicals, can take place within the soil-water interface or even airwater. Leaching, the movement of a herbicide with water, is a very large concern and
leads to ground water contamination. Over use or miss use of chemicals, such as
Atrazine, can lead to major damage through contamination. Volatilization and spray drift
are two of the most common forms of dissipation from application site immediately
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following their application. Some of the most common ways chemicals persist in the
environment following their application are show above in Figure 1.
The most commonly used pesticides in agriculture today include: herbicides, insecticides,
miticides and fungicides. Herbicides are by far the most commonly applied pesticide on
the market. In terms of sales, in 2000 herbicides alone accounted for over 16. 5 billion
dollars worldwide. That number of sales is larger than all other types of pesticides
combined.
Within the different branches of chemical pesticides there are much more complex
divisions further separating these pesticides based on their compounds and the first vital
process that is blocked, known as the “mode of action”. These modes of action vary
between types of pesticides. Herbicides, for example, have nine different basic modes of
action. Within the different modes are 27 mechanisms of action that are recognized by
the Herbicide Resistance Action Committee (HRAC) and the Weed Science Society of
America (WSSA), which are more specific to the reaction affected. From there the
herbicide is further broken down by more specific description until reaching specific
brand names.
The most widespread pesticide used today is glyphosate, commonly known as RoundUp® or Rodeo®. Glyphosate’s basic mode of action is a Nucleic/Amino Acid inhibitor.
Glyphosate kills plants by inhibiting the EPSP synthase (5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3phosphate), which produces EPSP in shikimic acid pathways within the Mitochondria.
By inhibiting the EPSP this eliminates the production of three essential aromatic amino
acids: tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine; which are essential for protein synthesis,
which leads to plant growth. Glyphosate inhibits EPSP by altering its binding spot,
which allows binding between EPSP and glyphosate instead of PEP, which is how the
plant forms the three aromatic amino acids.
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Figure 2. Glyphosate Mode of Action. (Pioneer, November 30, 2012).
The Agricultural Revolutions and the Green Revolution
The Agricultural Industry, since the earliest stages of its development, continues to
expand in an innovative and revolutionary manner. First came the basics of simple
farming, cultivation and crop rotations, in order to produce food for developing colonies.
Following the Industrial Revolution a huge movement towards mechanized and
commercial farming took place called the “Agricultural Revolution”. This movement
took the basics of the Industrial Revolution and applied them to the farm, leading to the
development of tractors, plows, seed drills and more. In 1939, the chemical known as 2,
4-D (2, 4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid) was discovered as a moth-proofing agent; but
wasn’t implemented into mainstream farming until the late 40’s. This amazing discovery
lead to a new part of the Agriculture Revolution often referred to as the “Green
Revolution” and the development of numerous technological advancements that
significantly increased yields. Some of the most common developments include
pesticides, synthetic nitrogen fertilizers, genetically modified organisms, genetically
engineered crops, advanced irrigation systems, hybridized seeds, transgenic crop
breading and sustainable farming.
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Figure 3. The Three Strands of the Green Revolution.
(Cool Geography. November 30, 2012).
Integrated Pest Management Methods
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is one of the most common agricultural farming
methods practiced in the United States. The term “pest” in agriculture typically relates
to: weeds, pathogens, insects, nematodes, and vertebrates; and often has the largest
energy requirement to produce a crop. IPM is a coordinated attack that uses a balance of
numerous practices to eliminate one or a variety of pests. This attack balances between
different practices based off effectiveness, environmental impacts, resources and
common sense. Utilizing the least impacting method that is capable of reducing a crop’s
pest below the allowable threshold is the key to a successful IPM practice.
This balanced system works as a series of pest management evaluations, decisions and
controls. The two fundamental objectives within this practice are to utilize your least
impacting method and to successfully eradicate your pest below an acceptable active
threshold. Using methods that are sensitive economically, environmentally, socially, and
financially are methods considered to be least impacting. Before any control actions are
made, the action threshold must have been surpassed. This action threshold is a point at
which pest populations or environmental conditions indicate that pest control action must
take place. Completely eradicating the entire pest population would be a clear goal for all
styles of farming. However, that is obviously not a feasible objective as where there is
farming, there will be pests. That’s where understanding thresholds for pest with in the
cropping system and general crop science knowledge comes into play. Approaching near
eradication with increasing levels of chemical applications may work, but if that
percentage of expense exceeds the percentage of the increased yield, what was
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accomplished? Being able to successfully lower these pest populations with a low
selective (impacting) measure is successfully using IPM techniques.

Figure 4. Integrated Pest Management Triangle.
(Western Pest Services, October 27,2012).
Utilizing these crop specific active thresholds requires monitoring and identification of
different pest. Not every living organism within a cropping system poses a serious threat
that requires control. Controlling organisms that are completely harmless is nothing but a
waste of money and miss identifying some that could be beneficial will hurt crops.
Without proper monitoring methods the active threshold is worthless. Miss-identifying
pests can lead to improper and excessive usage of control measures and increase
probabilities of pesticide abuse.
Prevention is always the line of attack within any agricultural pest program. These
prevention methods, normally referred to as cultural methods, are typically very effective,
cost efficient and low impacting. A few of these methods include: crop rotation, pest
resistant varieties, resistant grafts/ rootstocks, coated seed and seed bank. However, these
organisms are constantly evolving, changing pressure, and rapidly increase in numbers
making prevention of all pests impossible. Organisms that survive prevention methods,
survive in the given environment, pose a threat to crop hosts and surpass the specified
active threshold are those in need of control. . Based on risk and effectiveness
evaluations control measures are selected from least impacting to most impacting. The
last resort, however most effective, is chemical pesticides which are broken into specific
selective and non-specific wide spread pesticides. Those that are non- specific are always
the last option.
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Figure 5. Integrated Pest Management Breakdown.
(Western Pest Services, October 27,2012).
To utilize these different management practices it is important to be educated on them,
hence the need for Pest Control Advisors. The comprehensive knowledge on the life
cycles of pests, their interaction with the environment, crops, and their biological features
are all parts of the equation used in determining the best method of pest suppression.
Integrated Pest Management takes advantage of this valuable knowledge and selects the
proper management technique. Some of those techniques include, but are not limited to,
preventive, cultural, physical/mechanical, biological control and chemical. Farmers don’t
want to be put into the situation of having to use excessive amounts of chemicals, which
is a very common public misconception. The explanation is simple: chemicals are
typically the most expensive and viewed to be the most impacting on the environment.
However, when used properly the appropriate application, timing, quantity, and
mechanism of action used can save the crops and can limit the environmental impact.
The notion of farmers “spraying and praying” to save their crops is actually more of
comprehending a highly sophisticated strategy used as a last resort.

Figure 6. Controlling Measures within Pest Management Program.
(Washington Apples, November 3, 2012).
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The development of Round-Up ready crops lead to new heights within the genetics of
agriculture. This movement was headed by Monsanto, as they began to generate crops
that could be sprayed with one product and eliminate nearly all of the crop’s weed
pressure. Most view round-up ready production as an environmental tragedy; however,
this single invention is decreasing the use of herbicides (largest type of pesticide used)
greatly. Round-Up is not only one of the least toxic products on the market, but also
requires extremely low application rates. Thus the development of Round-up ready crops
eliminates high chemical usage by replacing other chemicals, which require high
application rates to accomplish same effectiveness. ALS Inhibitors, mode of action of
herbicides commonly used to replace round-up, require extremely high application rates,
much higher acute toxicity, and have up to 12 possible mutations for resistance.

Figure 7. Reduction in pesticide application. (Safe Fruit, November 6, 2012)
General Ergonomic Background and Development
Ergonomics is defined as the science of conforming and fitting the work place,
conditions, surroundings, and all of its elements to the working population. Worker
safety is a critical part of any industry and is one of the largest concerns employers have.
According to the United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
the most common ergonomic risks are found in occupations requiring repetitive, forceful
or prolonged exertions of the hands, heavy lifting, prolonged awkward postures and all
involvement with mechanical machinery. Other factors of consideration are the
surrounding work environment, conditions, hours of work, and intensity of tasks.
Throughout the agricultural industry it is particularly common to see a large number of
these elements occur on a daily basis. Long hours, poor environments, heavy equipment,
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machinery, and extensive labor are a few of the common attributes that make the
agricultural industry an ergonomic nightmare. With that said, there is no surprise that
agriculture production, as a whole, has been named the most hazardous industry for over
30 years. Musculoskeletal injury hazards are deemed one of the largest concerns related
to ergonomics. According to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), in this category alone, agriculture ranks as the highest risk industry at nearly
100 times greater than suggested targets.
Industrial safety movements date back to 1906, where the United States Steel
Corporation introduced their first corporate level safety policy. The next year the
Association of Iron and Steel and Electrical Engineers formed the first safety committees.
Into 1910, the movement began to spread and increase awareness as the first “Worker
Compensation” laws were passed and the safety industry as we know it started to rapidly
expand. In 1914, the first Safety Congress was held, later named the National Safety
Council, and started implementing industrial hygiene’s and offering education. In the
early 1930s, the National Safety Council introduced an Agricultural Division. Within
this division were Equipment Manufactures Institute (EMI) with safety committees and
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) introduced safety standards.
Agricultural safety remained a normal concern until the 1980s when the development of
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health expanded and recognized
agriculture as the most hazardous industry and the National Coalition for Agricultural
Safety and Health was formed in the mid-west. Over the next 30 years there has been an
expansion of ergonomics in agriculture and safety as numerous foundations, committees,
movements, and grants have developed.
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Figure 8. Fatal occupational injuries according to Industry.
(US Department of Labor, November 30, 2012).
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2009 alone there were approximately 3. 3
million serious work-related injuries with keep 4,300 fatalities.
Today’s thriving technological advancements lead to numerous discoveries within the
agriculture industries every year. Within the engineering design and marketing schemes
are a couple key categories based on product sales and success in the field. Affordability
and effectiveness are two of the obvious features along with product specific qualities, i.
e. size and power. Along with the increasing awareness of ergonomics and safety
concerns within agriculture, “ergonomically friendly” capability became one of those key
categories considered with engineering, design, and marketability. If a product doesn’t
compare to competitor’s safety capability or doesn’t meet today’s strict safety standards,
it doesn’t sell. This consideration is now crucial in any design of new products.
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Figure 9. Banjo closed mixing triple rinse system.
Today chemical, pesticide and fertilizer usage and applications are beginning to expand
with new development ideas. The previous products’ affordability and effectiveness are
not in concern or need of major adjustments; the concern lies within ergonomics.
Advancements within plant biology, genetics and pesticide selectivity have surpassed that
of mixing and application designs leading to worker safety issues. Chemical mixing is
becoming one of agriculture’s largest ergonomic concerns. Closed mixing systems are
the newest ways of conforming and adapting the elements within the work place to the
employees’ needs. A “Closed Mixing System” is a machine capable of taking a precise
quantity of pesticide out of its container, mixing into a tank, rinsing the container, and
hose setup without any exposure to the handler. When used properly this type of system
will remove any contact between chemical and user, thus eliminating the most harmful
process of the pesticide application. Along with these safety percussions proper Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) and label restriction will be followed, presenting the
employee with an extremely safe working environment. This process eliminates hazards
by reducing all three sides of the safety triangle: host/ individual, environment, and
hazard/ chemical, reducing the area of the triangle (amount of hazard/risk).
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Figure 10. The Epidemiological Triangle. (A. Lee, November 12, 2012).
These systems have begun to hit production on a large scale and their use has started to
expand rapidly. However, they are typically limited to one set location or only one piece
of equipment. California agriculture alone is the most diverse and rapidly growing
industry in the world; consequently, having this set up only available in one area doesn’t
maximize the system’s capability. Utilizing such a system in numerous locations, with
various setups, different applications, and with an open hopper, allows for a versatile
product capable of accommodating any situation.

Figure 11. Stationary closed mixing system. (December 2, 2012).
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PROCEDURE AND METHOD

Design Procedure
The procedures for this project started with a long design and layout process, to ensure all
aspects of the project’s requirements would be successfully accomplished. The overall
goal of this project is to increase the spraying efficiency by decreasing loading time and
increasing the spraying time, while simultaneously increasing handler safety.
Hopper Design. In order to accomplish this, the correct chemical mixer or mixers must
be selected. In order to select such components, some designs must take place to assure
the mixer selections fit the farms exact needs. This mobile mixing system will typically
be used in permanent crops such as almonds and wine grapes; therefore, this project’s
design was to meet those exact needs in a custom fashion.

Figure 12. Chemical Mixer and Venturi System. (Farmchem, May 10, 2013).
Size calculations were based off of the two most commonly used materials, Ammonium
Sulphate (NH4SO4) and Zinc Sulfate (ZnSO4), at their highest mixing rate of
approximately 100 pounds per tank. By using the dry materials’ bulk density an overall
mixing hopper volume was calculated in cubic feet and gallons. This was used to
determine a minimum hopper size needed. See calculation in Appendix F.
These mixers must be capable of handling a large variety of materials and abide by the
new triple rinse methods that are spreading throughout the industry. The dry material
was used to determine hopper dimensions; however, that is only the first consideration.
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Closed and triple rinse systems for liquids and the ability to adapt to a uniform plumbing
system were other considered concepts. The ability to triple rinse the liquid chemical
jugs was a must.

Figure 13. Triple Rinse Procedure. (ACRC, May 8, 2013).
Cage Design and Layout. The cage system was designed to enclose and store both new
materials, as well as, emptied rinsed containers. In order to truly utilize this mobile
mixing unit a large storage is required, as it allows for numerous mixes without leaving
the site of application. This design was based around its holding capacity and
accessibility of materials. Two regular sized pallet (48”x40”), full of new material, fits
into the caged area on either side of the trailer.

Figure 14. Solid Works Image of One Cage Unit.
Along with the two full pallets of stored chemical are two bottom dump empty bins (47”x
47”). These serve as onsite storage for both empty containers and trash, until the mixing
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unit returns to the shop. Since both mixers are triple rinse units, one bin stores rinsed
containers and the other stores lids, plastic wrapping, boxes, and other trash. The
manual operated “bottom dump” was designed for transferring these rinsed containers
and trash into separate holding container for proper disposal.

Figure 15. Dump Cage Unit.
Accessibility was another crucial element considered while designing these cage units.
The chemicals need to be within reach of the operator. A man door was incorporated into
the cage design so the chemicals could be handled and moved while on the trailer.
Along with this door is more than sufficient walking room between all four-pallet areas
and an overhead clearance of over six feet. See dimensions in Appendix E.
Along with being user accessible, both pieces of the caged unit can be easily removed by
a forklift. The cage assembly’s frames were made out of 3”x2” rectangle tubing along
with 6”x3” rectangle tubing as centered cross members. These two cross members allow
for each caged unit to be easily removed from the trailer by a forklift. The smaller
tubing was fastened to the trailer with ½” bolts, leaving a flat unaltered deck surface.
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Figure 16. Cage Unit Sub-Assembly.
Plumbing Design. A plumbing diagram was sketched out numerous times, as the main
concept was to be able to condense two different mixing systems and a suction pump into
one extremely condenses location. Along with the idea of having two mixers was the
concept of having two different inlets. One of these inlets would be from a non-powered
source, such as a water tank or reservoir, and the other from a powered source, such as an
irrigation filtrations system. These two needed to be plumbed together, go through both
mixing systems and out one discharge. See plumbing diagrams in Appendix D.
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Figure 17. Original Plumbing Diagram.
Often times this system will be placed field side for numerous workdays, so the
availability of a fresh water source from a hose would be very beneficial. A 2-inch Tee
with a reduction to a 3/4-inch ball valve was plumbed into the system. This allows for a
regular water hose to be mounted onto the barb to thread adapter; thus, giving the
operator a clean and fresh water source at any time for himself or the machine at the twist
of a valve.
Since this mixing unit will be directly linked to a fresh water source, a check valve was
placed into the design. This valve is very crucial, as it protects the selected water source
from chemical contamination. One of the major purposes of this design is to increase
safety for the handler, as well as the environment. This check valve was placed before
both mixers preventing any chemical-water mixture from leaking back into the pump,
valves, fresh water hose etcetera.
Both inlets and the discharge were mounted on the edges of the platform with male and
female camlocks. These camlocks make for easy accessible, as well as, simple
connecting and disconnecting procedures.
Platform Design. The platform design, along with the Big W mixer, was the origin of
the entire project. This platform would be a large sturdy structure that is capable of
holding numerous valuable components and plumbing while supplying a place for the
operator to work. This design’s frame was a four foot by eight foot platform comprised
of 3” x 3” x ¼ ” square tubing. Along with the square tubing, two 6” x 3” x ¼” rectangle
tubing cross members were used, making this platform forklift accessible. A sheet of
steel 4’ x 8’ 10gauge covered the frame, supplying a working surface. An AutoCAD
image displaying the platform layout is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 18. Platform Layout.
This heavy duty design allows for the platform to be moved on and off trailers, left field
side, stand on its own, as well as mount onto water trucks. This allows for a very durable
and versatile mixing system that can be utilized in any working environment required.
Due to the nature of the working conditions in the field: slippery mud, clay soils, and the
lifting of materials; it was determined that some sort of gripped surface should be used to
increase the workers safety. A galvanized grip strut with elevated gripping edges was
selected to improve the operators footing. This supplied a 19” x 98” working area on the
front of the platform for the operator to stand while mixing materials within the system.
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Figure 19. Grip Struts.
Proper elevation of the mixers was a crucial element within the design. The height of the
two mixers needed to be adjusted, providing more of an ergonomically sound working
height of the valves and openings. A typical working and lifting height of 34 inches was
originally selected for the top of the mixers.

Figure 20. Solid Works Drawing of Platform Design.
Trailer Size and Layout. Selecting a trailer capable of encompassing numerous
components and their design dimensions was a crucial step. Without a properly designed
trailer layout and selection the entire project couldn’t be assembled as one unit. The total
area available on the trailer gives the limitations on the sizing of platform, cages and
working area. The trailer was custom built by Jacobsen Trailer Inc. in Fowler, CA to the
design areas of the cages and platform. See trailer design layout in Appendix E.
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The original platform design required a flat 4 foot by 8 foot mixing area behind the rear
axle. The front of the trailer, between the tongue and front axle, requires a 10. 5 – 11
foot by 8-foot flat area for the two caged areas to sit. Due to the large amount of
structural components and chemical material that will be loaded onto the trailer, a dual
axle trailer was needed to increase the trailer’s load capacity.
Equipment Selection Process
Hopper Selection. After completing all of the design calculations, considerations, and
research four different mixers options were left. The different options included: Big W
CTS1000, building a bag break hopper, a John Deere produced mixer, and the Handler
(1-4).
Taking into consideration the large variety of mixtures and variety of material required
by these permanent crops, it was decided that two different hoppers would allow for the
optimum mixing system. One larger ‘bag break’ mixer would be needed for the solid
materials and a possible smaller mixer could be used to mix liquids simultaneously. This
allows for an even more efficient filling process, as the operator can be mixing both
solids as well as liquids into his mixer at once. The most crucial consideration is safety.
Closed systems have moved straight to the top of chemical handling within the
agricultural industry.

Figure 21. Solid Works Drawing of Big-W Mixer.
The Big W CTS1000 mixer is both a completely closed, as well as, triple rinse mixer.
It’s Banjo universal bottle adapter threads into nearly all conventional chemical jugs.
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The puncturing closed system allows for the safest environment for the operator, as it
threaded directly into the Banjo closed transfer system. Along with the closed system
this mixer is assembled with all 2 inch banjo fitting, venturi, and measurement calibration
on the side, removing any hand measurements by the operator.
This concept satisfies the liquid mixer and safety requirements; however, leaves a need
for a larger dry material mixer. The Handler (1-4) was a clear leader in overall mixing
capability. Not only does it come in a variety of sizes, 1-4, it also matches up with
plumbing of the Big W mixer, is a bag break system, and will mix/triple rinse any liquid
chemical container. The handler II was selected based on its size, in comparison to the
bulk material density calculations, lid diameter, and frame size. The Handler I had a
hopper volume that was almost exactly the size needed; however, a larger lid diameter
allows for easier bag insertion. The sub frame and overall size of the Handler III was far
too large; therefore, the Handler II was selected.

Figure 22. The Handler II. (PolyWest, December 28, 2012).
Cage Selection. The cage selection only had small modifications, most of which were
to the layout. After building such a large and sturdy structure the trailer became
extremely tongue heavy. The storage pallets for the new materials were originally on the
same side of the trailer, with both empty bins on the other side of the trailer. Do to the
high density of these chemicals, it was decided that splitting the pallets side by side gave
more of a uniform load. See trailer design layout in Appendix E.
Along with the uniform load distribution, having both chemicals closer to the mixing
platform decreases the distance they need to be moved. This allows for much better
ergonomic conditions for the operator, and decreases the risk of injury due to moving
numerous containers of chemicals throughout the day. Due to limitations on trailer
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length and axle placement, the caged length had to be 10 feet instead of the original 11
feet design.
Plumbing Selection. The plumbing design was periodically altered throughout the
duration of the project. Changing of mixers, locations, platforms etcetera made plumbing
very difficult. However, the final plumbing design was still composed of a majority of
the original elements. Two-way valves were selected over three-way due to price and
durability. A self-designed by-pass was implemented instead of the banjo manifold
induction system, also due to price.

Figure 23. Final Plumbing Diagram with By-Pass.
A bi-pass system for the Big-W mixer was the biggest change from the original design.
This allows for much faster tank filling ability in comparison to the original design.
Without this bi-pass the water will always have to pass through the Big-W’s venturi
system, which has a 2-1 reduction in diameter. With a bi-pass system on both mixers, the
tank can be filled from the water source without any restrictions. Due to the limitation on
space, designing a plumbing diagram with two by-pass systems was an extremely
difficult task.
Platform Layout. The original design, show in Figure 24 was determined too large and
over designed for the exact needs of the farm. This design would be more optimal for a
farm looking to use a platform on various trailers. Since this project is targeted to an
exact and custom system that will be using only one trailer, a secondary design was
developed.
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Figure 24. Solid Works Drawing of Original Platform Design.
The second design was a smaller elevated platform, 92 inches by 21 inches, which will
not need to be moved and only used on the custom build trailer. This design includes 1”
x 1” x 3/16” square tubing, 10 gauge sheet metal, galvanized grip struts, and 2” x 2” x
3/16” angle iron. The pump/motor, the Big –W mixer, and Handler II are located
according to the plumbing requirements and are bolted down to the 10 gauge sheet metal.
This smaller platform does make for tougher plumbing requirements, as its horizontal
distance is 11 inches smaller than the original design.
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Figure 25. Solid Works Drawing of Platform Design.
Trailer Selection. The final trailer dimensions were a 22 foot trailer with a 103 inch flat
deck. The center of the dual axles were placed 101 inches (8. 42 feet) from the rear,
allowing for a rear deck of 58 inches behind the finders. The flat deck in front of the
finders was 120 inches (10 feet), which was a little smaller than the original required area
for the cages. Due to the tongue weight and length of the trailer the axle placement
couldn’t be placed any farther back. The new trailer layout can been see in Appendix E.
Construction and Fabrication
Hopper. Both of the hoppers selected for this project are paten mixers from different
irrigation supply and liquid handling companies. They were also selected based off of
the 2-inch, banjo fittings, and venturi systems; therefore, no real modifications were
needed. The only fabrication that was done was completed through the platform
subassembly, which allowed for both mixers to be placed at proper working heights.
Cages. The two cage assemblies along with the two bottom dump bins were built from
scratch, with metal purchased from Morgan & Slates Inc. Hanford, California. The cages
span 120 inches by 51 inches and were built out of 3” x 2” x ¼” and 6” x 3” x ¼”
rectangle tubing, with 10gauge sheet metal as its base. The base was cut to designed
specs and then squared and tacked in place. The vertical uprights span 72 inches tall and
were built with 1.25” x 1.25” x 3/16” square tubing. Once everything was squared up
and properly placed they were welded with a Miller MIG welder. The cage was then
enclosed with numerous sheets of 9gauge expanded metal. These 4’ x 8’ sheets were cut
with a ban saw and acetylene torch and tacked in place.
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Figure 26. Welding up pipe for outer cage.

The cages were enclosed with four large swinging doors and one man door. All five
doors were made out of 1” x 1” x 3/16” angle iron and expanded metal. These doors
were then tacked to hinges and were welded onto the two different cages. Seven different
pin latches were placed on the bottom and middle of the doors along with lynch pins to
hold the doors close and snugged tight.

Figure 27. Latches and Lynch Pin.

The bottom dump bins were also made out of 1” x 1” x 3/16” angle iron and 1” x 1” x
3/16” square tubing and are enclosed by 9 gauage expanded metal. These bins are both
47 inch by 47 inch squares that span 60 inches tall with a 10gauge base. The base has
springs that attaches in the corners and a heavy duty manual operated latch welded to the
center. This allows for the dumping of the rinsed containers into a larger holding facility
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for recycling and proper disposal of the trash. All components of this caged system can
be easily removed with a forklift.
Plumbing the System. Plumbing this complex system quickly became the greatest
challenge of the entire project. Numerous designs were drawn up, and failed due to the
limitation of space or reduction of water flow. Using the Camlocks allowed for easy
transactions between all components; however, also caused numerous problems as they
only come with threaded connections. Every component within the system that had
threads required an adapter, either to slip for PVC or to barbed for hose. The check valve
and all of the two way ball valves were also threaded, requiring adapters that consumed
space.

Figure 28. Female Camlock with threads
With numerous adapters plumbed between all of these different components, space was
impossible to find. Each adapter took up approximately 3 inches of my available
plumbing space. Eliminating as many adapters as possible became the key to
successfully piecing this complex puzzle together. Having the check valve and reduction
tee for the fresh water source “back-to-back” with adapters caused the largest spacing
problem between the pump and the first mixer. Boring out the threads on the check valve
changed its horizontal distance from 13-inches down to approximately 7-inches.
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Figure 29. Check valve with threads.
With threads, the check valves original inner diameter was approximately 2.23-inches.
The inner diameter of the female slip connections were approximately 2.375-inches,
giving me 0.145-inches of material to remove on the lathe in BRAE shop. Utilizing the
four jaw chuck in shop 7, the oddly shaped check valve was properly squared up and
centered. 0.10-inches of material was removed at a time. This was a delicate process as
the thread distance was only 0.75-inches long giving you half of the surface area to glue
and provide a good connection in comparison to the female slip adapters. Removing too
much material results in compromising the integrity of the valve and not removing
enough material would result in a bad connection, making this whole glued section
useless. Once both sides were bored out to the desired diameter, connecting the
plumbing was much more realistic without the need of spacious adapters.
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Figure 30. Check Valve Being Machined on Lathe.

Figure 31. Machined Check Valve.
Utilizing wye’s and 45˚ elbows were selected to make softer transitions within the
designed by-pass system for the closed mixer. The wyes selected because they weren’t
as sharp of a curve, thus don’t impede as much on the systems water flow. However,
using the wye connection added about 3 inches to the horizontal distance before and after
the closed mixer. Therefore, the two wyes within the by-pass were removed. Changing
back to tees with 90˚ elbows was the final adjustment made, allowing the entire system to
fit into place.
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Figure 32. By-pass System for Closed Mixer.
Boring out the threads on a female adapter was also done to eliminate an adapter coming
out of the closed mixer’s venturi system. This was also done on the lathe in shop 7, an
allowed for the final adjustments on the horizontal distance between the two mixers. The
only problem was finding an adhesive that was labeled for both polyvinyl chloride and
polypropylene. A general label two part compound was tested and used to make this
connection.

Figure 33. Threaded 2-inch 90 Degree Elbow.
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Threaded 90 degree elbows were selected to help eliminated adapters between the female
camlocks and tees. By using threaded tees approximately three inches of wasted space
was eliminated between camlock connections. Weld on thread protection was used on the
male thread ends.

Figure 34. Valve Mount cut-out by the Plasma Cutter.
Both inlets have mounted male camlock connections for quick connect and disconnect by
the operator. The one discharge outlet also has a male camlock mounted directly onto the
second mixer. All four ball valves are also hard mounted to the trailer to increase
stability and reduce the cracking potential of the PVC while they are being used. A piece
of 10 gauge steel was fabricated to fit onto the valve face lining up with the bolt holes
and welded down to the platform.

Figure 35. Two-Way Valve Mounted to Platform.
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Platform Fabrication. The platform was also built from scratch along specified
dimensions in the second design. The frame was built out of all 1” x 1” x 3/16” square
tubing. The frame of this platform is 21-inches by 92-inches with an elevation of 8
inches which was squared and tacked in place. The 10 gauge was then tacked in place
followed by the entire assembly being welded together with a Miller mig welder. Two
sections of grip struts were cut to specified length to create the working area in front of
the platform. Four sections of 2” x 2” x 3/16” angle iron, spanning 19.5-inches were
tacked to the front of the platform, providing groves for the grip struts to slip into. The
angle iron was then welded to the square tubing, fixing the entire unit together. The
galvanized struts were then tacked in place along the angle iron, creating one solid unit to
be placed onto the trailer.

Figure 36. Construction on the Platform.
Two more sections of 2” by 2” angle iron were used to bolt the platform down flush onto
the rear of the trailer. The angle iron was predrilled with a 9/16” drill and welded to the
square tubing on the platform. The platform was then placed onto the rear of the trailer,
‘Mixing Area’, and the holes were transferred punched into diamond plated surface of the
trailer. Those holes were then drilled out to 9/16” and the two were bolted together with
a ½” bolt. This allows for the platform, along with the cages, to be removed during the
off season and stored so the trailer can still be used for other needs.
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Figure 37. Welding Grip Struts onto the Platform.
Trailer. The trailer only required very little fabrication and modifications after it was
built by Jacobsen Trailer Inc. Holes were drilled into the diamond plate deck for cage (4)
and for the platform (4). A new heavy-duty jack was placed onto the tongue to help lift
and support the increased weight of the cages and loaded material. Two more jacks were
also placed in the two rear corners of the trailer to increase stability of the unit while it is
placed field side for long periods of time.
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Figure 38. Heavy Duty Jack on Trailer Tongue.
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RESULTS

As a whole and fully assembled, this project stands as a massive unit prepared to improve
both handler safety as well as increase spraying efficiency. Many months of discussions
on possible designs and layouts out have been taken in over the last year; and finally a
final product is presented. .

Figure 39. Solid Works Design of Full Assembly.
Numerous hours of labor were spend designing, fabricating, plumbing, and making
adjustments over the past year. Labor was broken into four different categories: Design
(SolidWorks, AutoCAD, and Sketches), Fabrication, Plumbing, and Miscellaneous
(adjustments). Each category was broken into time spent and wage. The wage for
fabrication, plumbing, and miscellaneous was $15 per hour assuming general labor would
be used; however, higher skilled than a minimum wage employee. The wage for deign
was $25 per hour, as the skill and educational level for this employee is considerately
higher. Excluding the written report and shop facility, the labor came to a total of
approximately $4,400 with 240 hours spent on the unit. A breakdown of the cost of labor
is displayed below in Table 1.
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Table 1. Cost of Labor.
Labor

Design
Fabrication
Plumbing
Miscelaneous
Totals

Hours

Wage

80
100
30
30
240

50
30
30
15
-

Cost

$ 4,000
$ 3,000
$
900
$
450
$ 8,350

Along with labor, a material list and cost analysis was completed for four different
categories within the project including: Steel, Plumbing, Equipment, and Miscellaneous
Materials. Equipment encompassed the largest cost for the project, $11,842.51, as it
includes the custom built trailer by Jacobsen Trailer Inc., both mixers, suction pump, and
an estimated welding cost. Steel was broken down by type of metal and the length used
within the project. All steel was ordered through Morgan and Slates Inc. from Hanford,
Ca and accumulated a cost of $1,697.49. The plumbing was also broken up by item type
and unit price. The plumbing cost was $454.27, and was purchased through: Big-W
Sales (Fresno, Ca), Agri-Valley (Five-Points, Ca), and Farm Supply (San Luis Obispo,
Ca). The miscellaneous material cost equates to $384.62, including: hardware, springs,
latches, hinges, jacks, and hose. This cost analysis breakdown is shown in Appendix C.
The invoices can also be found in Appendix G.

Figure 40. Final Plumbed System Mounted on Trailer.
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After completing the five different categories within the cost analysis, the estimated
grand total for the entire project came to $18,778.89. A breakdown of the total cost for
the project is displayed below in Table 2.
Table 2. Total Cost of Project.

Material
Steel
Plumbing
Equipment
Labor
Misc. Materials
Grand Total:

Figure 41. Mobile Mixing System.

Cost
$ 1,697
$ 454
$ 11,843
$ 4,400
$ 385
$18,779
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DISCUSSION

The project parameters delivered provided by McKean farms were to design and build a
mobile mixing station capable of meeting specific mixing needs for their farming
operation. The project’s objectives to provide safer working conditions for operators
while improving their working environment were essentially met. This system was
designed, built, and plumbed to the custom specification required within the original
project parameter. The Big-W mixer provides a completely closed system, removing the
chemicals from the operator’s environment. The Handler II supplies a second hopper that
is capable of mixing both solids and liquids. Both mixers have triple rinse capabilities
and are plumber within the same system with only one discharge. With two inlets and bipass set-ups, water maybe pulled from any water source and directed into the either
mixer. Finally, this mobile system provides storage for materials and can be left on site
of application for a long period of time.
There were a few design changes that took place, including the trailer size, cage layout,
platform size, and the plumbing diagram. The platform size change was the largest, as
the smaller design was less than half the size of the original. This design change lead to
some of the variations within the plumbing diagram.
The most difficult portion of the project was the plumbing. Meeting all of the project
parameters within such a confined space was not a simple task. Creating a bi-pass system
without using a three-way valve or banjo fittings; injunction with the smaller platform
design lead to problems.
The over goals regarding operator safety were successfully met. Not only is there a
completely closed system mixer but there are two triple rinse mixers. All full chemicals
that need transportation will be palleted straight from delivery truck to trailer storage, free
from lifting. Once on the trailer, the distance between storage and mixing area is very
minimal, free of obstacles, and has a large man door. The walk way connecting the cage
and mixing station is lined with grip strut, to provide proper footing. The working area
itself contains an 19 inch by 93 inch grip strut section. All levers, valves, and working
components within the plumbed system is elevated to an ergonomically sound height.
There is also a check valve plumber into the system, preventing contamination of fresh
water sources. Finally, there is a ¾ inch water hose mounted on the platform, proving a
fresh water source on location at all times.
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Figure 42. Mounted Binder Between Mixers on the Platform.
A user friendly illustrated guide was made for the convenience of McKean Farms and its
employers. Included in the user guide is color coordinated plumbing diagrams displaying
valve positioning along with the flow of water/material. This will be beneficial for
employees to reference before operating the mobile mixing system. This user guide is
laminated and will placed within a plastic binder which will be hard mounted onto the
platform. This binder will also provide location for chemical labels, application rates,
records and other need information. Figure 42 displays the mounted binder.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The main recommendations that I have regarding improvements for this project are
within the plumbing. Creating our own by-pass for the Big-W closed mixer was very
spacious and problematic. Not only did these cause problems for the rest of the plumbing
I was forced to us tees and 90 degree elbows, thus impeding more flow. Banjo’s venturi
by-pass system would have created a very nice and uniform by-pass set-up for this mixer.
Its cost is approximately $570.00 which without doubt is costly, as it would double the
plumbing cost for the entire project. However, approximately a quarter of the plumbing
cost ($118.34) and the venturi purchased for the mixer, costing $260.20, could have also
been eliminated. Therefore, this by-pass system would have nearly paid for itself and
would have been more efficient than the one I created. Not only would this have been a
nicer by-pass, but if any part of the PVC by-pass fails the entire section must be replaced
and rebuilt.

Figure 43. Banjo Bi-Pass Induction System. (Banjo Catalog, May 16, 2013).
Another large consideration would be to replace all of the camlocks coming in and out of
the two mixers, connecting the plumbing to the mixers. This style of connection isn’t
design for permanent connections between components. These female to male camlock
connections are design for something to be quickly connected and disconnected, like a
hose from a sprayer to a pump or mixer. These camlocks are spacious and required
adapters or to be machined out for direct connection to PVC pipe. By replacing the
camlocks with Banjo Flange Fittings we could of eliminated: male/female camlocks,
elbows, and adapters at all three ends of the mixers. This would have given more of a
proper and permanent connection between the mixers and the plumbing. Not only does
this give you a better plumbing layout, but it also increases safety for the handler.
Overtime, the camlocks will begin to loosen up thus causing leaks exposing the handler
to the materials being mixed.
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Figure 44. Banjo Flange 90 Elbow. (Banjo Catalog, May 13, 2013).

Along with the plumbing concerns, I would of stuck with either a larger platform or
individual elevations per component. The current platform is only 92 inches in horizontal
length, where the trailer is 103 inches. An extra foot of platform would be very
beneficial for playing the plumbing out and not trying to cram in connections between the
three major components. Having individual elevations per mixer would have also helped
solve this same issue, giving each component its own corrected working height for the
operator.
The final fabrication recommendations that I have include the Big W frame and steps.
The Big-W frame is a little on the flimsy side and could easily be rebuilt. This would
increase the stability on the platform, which would be much better for its permanent
application and all of the dirt roads/ ditch banks it will encounter. Steps that fold up on
either side of the trailer would also offer a more ergonomically sound environment for the
operator. This allows for an easy as well as safe entrance onto the trailer. The left over
grip strut would make for perfect steps.
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PROJECT CONTRACT

California Polytechnic State University
BioResource and Agricultural Engineering Department
ASM Senior Project Contract

09-26-12
Mendes,Jason
003958678

ASM

Project Title: Design and Build a Mobile Agriculture Chemical Mixing Station

Background Information: Agricultural pesticides can be hazardous to workers, especially
while they are being handled. The most impacting and dangerous part of pesticide applications
isn’t the actual application process. This is a common misconception by numerous users
throughout the agricultural industry, as the most susceptible part of the process occurs while
handling and mixing these chemicals. Closed mixing systems help reduce this crucial safety
issue by eliminating the interaction of the user and the actual chemicals. The use of various
types of closed mixing systems has become more common; however, this isn’t always a time or
financially easy task to accomplish as ranches aren’t always in one location. Making this process
available in numerous locations with just one system can help eliminate frequent chemical
related hazards.
Statement of Work:









Design/ Layout of Platform
Calculation of material needed and calculate size
Purchase needed items:
 Metal for construction
 Closed and Open Mixing Systems
 2” Pump and Motor
 Hoses, Valves & Plumbing materials
Construction/ Modifications of Platform
Mounting/ Plumbing mixing systems, tank, and pump
Build enclosed security cage to lock
Build storage bins for chemical containers

How Project Meets Requirements for the ASM Major:
ASM Project Requirements - The ASM senior project must include a problem solving experience that
incorporates the application of technology and the organizational skills of business and management, and
quantitative, analytical problem solving.
Application of agricultural

This project will involve the application of mechanical and fabrication of materials
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technology

and advanced chemical mixing systems.

Application of business
and/or management skills

This project will involve business management skills in the areas of material
managing, cost analysis of material, employee safety advances, and labor costs.

Quantitative, analytical
problem solving

Quantitative problem solving will include cost analysis, system plumbing,
adaptions to irrigation systems, strength of material calculations, stress & strain
calculations, and properties of materials.

Capstone Project Experience - The ASM senior project must incorporate knowledge and skills acquired in
earlier coursework (Major, Support and/or GE courses).
Incorporates knowledge/skills
from earlier coursework

MATH 118 Pre-Calculus
MATH 119 Pre-Calculus Trigonometry
PHYS 121 College Physics I
BRAE 129 Laboratory Skills and Safety
BRAE 133 Engineering Design Graphics
BRAE 141 Agricultural Machinery Safety
BRAE 151 CAD for Agricultural Engineering
BRAE 203 Ag Systems Analysis
BRAE 321 Agricultural Safety
BRAE 342 Agricultural Materials
BRAE 343 Mechanical Systems Analysis
BRAE 418 Ag Systems Management I
BRAE 419 Ag Systems Management II
AGB 401 Managing Cultural Diversity in Agricultural Labor
PPSC 110 People, Pests, and Plagues
PPSC 311 Agricultural Entomology
PPSC 321 Weed Biology and Management
PPSC 405 Advanced Weed Management

PPSC 431 Insect Pest Management
ASM Approach - Agricultural Systems Management involves the development of solutions to technological,
business or management problems associated with agricultural or related industries. A systems approach,
interdisciplinary experience, and agricultural training in specialized areas are common features of this type of
problem solving. (insert N/A for any area not applicable to this project)
Systems approach

The systems involved in the project would be calculations, internet articles, books
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pertaining to IPM regulations and safety, and other computer resources.
Interdisciplinary features

This project is heavily weighted on the material learned in IPM regulations,
Agricultural Ergonomics, Strength and Materials, Project Management,
Agricultural Systems Analysis, and Agricultural Labor.

Specialized agricultural
knowledge

The project applies specialized knowledge in the areas of Integrated Pest
Management regulations, Agriculture material properties as well as project
management and analysis.

List of Tasks and Time Estimate
TASK
1) Research materials
2) Design Layout of Platform
3) Calculate materials needed and sizing
4) Locate and purchase needed items
5) Design plumbing configuration
6) Mounting and plumbing of systems
7) Build storage units for chemical containers
8) Build enclosed locking security cage
9) Finalizing entire systems operations
10) Finish written report
TOTAL

Hours
8
10
8
5
10
30
30
30
30
45
206

Financial Responsibility
Preliminary estimate of project costs:

$

$7,000

Finances approved by (signature of Project Sponsor):

Final Report Due:
Approval Signatures
Student:
Proj. Sponsor:
Proj. Supervisor:
Department Head:

Number of Copies:

4

Date
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COST ANALYSIS
Table 3. Cost of Equipment.
ITEM NO.
1
2
3
4
5

PART

DESCRIPTION

BIG-W CLOSED MIXER
OPEN MIXER
PUMP
JACOBSEN TRAILER
Welder

Total

CTS1000 2. 5 GAL MIXER
THE HANDLER II 42 GAL MIXER
2" HONDA SUCTION TRASH PUMP
22' BUMBER PULL DBL AXEL TRAILER
Miller

$ 1,070. 02
$ 2,296. 79
$
529. 20
$ 7,836. 50
$
110. 00

$11,842. 51
Table 4. Cost of Metal.
ITEM
NO.

Quantity

PART

DESCRIPTION

Unit
Price

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
3
2
1
9
1
11
3
2

SQ. TUBE
SQ. TUBE
RECT TUBE
RECT TUBE
ANGLE
ANGLE
EXPANDED METAL
SHEET METAL
GRIP STRUT

1 X1 X 3/16
1. 25 X 1. 25 X 3/16
3 X 2 X 1/4 (20)
6 X 3 X 1/4 (20)
1 X 1 X 1/8 (20)
2 X 2 X 3/16 (20)
9GA. SHEET (4X8)
10 GA. SHEET (4X8)
GALV. 9-1/2 X 2 (12)

12
14. 8
132. 88
180. 36
29. 49
38. 69
37. 44
101. 81
115

TOTAL

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12. 00
44. 40
265. 76
180. 36
265. 41
38. 69
411. 84
305. 43
230. 00

$ 1,697. 49

Table 5. Cost of Labor.
Labor

Design
Fabrication
Plumbing
Miscelaneous
Totals

Hours

Wage

80
100
30
30
240

25
15
15
15
-

Cost

$ 2,000. 00
$ 1,500. 00
$ 450. 00
$ 450. 00
$4,400. 00
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Table 6. Cost of Plumbing.
ITEM NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Quantity
3
2
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
20
1
2
2
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
1

DESCRIPTION
2 SPIGOT ADAPTER
2 ST SCH 80 MALE ADAPTER
20-D CAMLOCK POLY F/CXFNPT
2 SS SCH 80 45 ELL
2 INSERT MALE ADAPTER
3/4 X CLOSE SCH 80 NIPPLE
2 X 3/4 ST SCH 80 RED BUSH
2 SSS SCH 80 TEE
3/4 INSERT MALE ADAPTER
20-E CAMLOCK POLY M/CXBARB
20-D CAMLOCK POLY F/CXFNPT
20-F CAMLOCK POLY M/CXMNPT
2 SCH 80 PIPE
2" HOSE
2" SCH 80 WYE
2" SSS SCH 80 Tee
2" SS SCH 80 90 ELL
2" ST SCH 80 90 ELL
2" x Close SCH 80 Nipple
3/4" Ball Valve
2" 2-Way Ball Valve
2" Check Valve
White Seal 1/4" Pt. Weld-On
1/2 PT P-70 Primer Purple
1/2 PT P-795 Flex Cement

Unit Price
3. 29
12. 32
11. 29
10. 53
3. 14
0. 55
6. 54
15. 89
0. 89
4. 69
11. 29
5. 49
1. 47
2. 87
12. 78
18. 69
5. 29
18. 69
1. 59
18. 00
22. 00
30. 60
7. 49
6. 19
7. 59

Total

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9. 87
24. 64
45. 16
21. 06
6. 28
0. 55
6. 54
15. 89
0. 89
4. 69
11. 29
5. 49
7. 35
57. 40
12. 78
37. 38
10. 58
37. 38
3. 18
18. 00
66. 00
30. 60
7. 49
6. 19
7. 59

$454. 27
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Table 7. Miscellaneous Material Cost.
ITEM
NO.

Quantity

PART

DESCRIPTION

Unit
Price

1

1

Miscellaneous

Bolts, Washers, Nuts

100

2

8

U-Bolts

3/8" - 16 Thread Size - 1/1/4"

1. 34

3

4

Springs

Torsion Springs

7. 16

4

7

Latches

6 X 3 X 1/4 (20)

8. 68

5

3

Jacks

Swivel Tube Mount W/ Crank

85. 51

6

1

Hose

3/4" Garden Water Hose

38. 69

TOTAL

Table 8. Total Cost of Project.

Material
Steel
Plumbing
Equipment
Labor
Misc. Materials
Grand Total:

Cost
$ 1,697. 49
$ 454. 27
$ 11,842. 51
$ 4,400. 00
$ 384. 62
18,778. 89

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$

100.
00
10.
72
28.
64
60.
76
256.
53
38.
69

$ 384. 62
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PLUMBING DIAGRAMS
One
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Two
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DESIGN DRAWINGS
Platform 1 CAD FRAME
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Platform 1 SW
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Platform 2
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Cage Assembly

You Better be reading
all of this shit!!
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Dump Cage
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Trailer Layout 1
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Trailer layout 2
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CALCULATIONS AND HOPPER DESIGN
Ammonium Sulphate (

:

 Bulk Density= 48 – 69 lbs/cu.-ft, 1.11
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Mobile Mixing Station

User Guide
Jason Mendes
Plumbing User Guide

McKean Farms
Riverdale, CA
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1) NON-POWERED SOURCES
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2) POWERED SOURCES
Bi-Passing Suction Pump
Figures are used to display the main path of water.
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